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Piper 28R-201 Quick Drain
NTSB Newsletter, May 1996
The single engine Piper was on a day
VFR flight from Pleasanton, TX to Devine, TX
following an engine installation and completion of an annual inspection. Before the aircraft could reach the destination airport, the
engine oil annunciator light illuminated and
the engine seized. The pilot attempted to
make a forced landing in a soft, freshly
plowed field. The airplane was substantially
damaged during the landing, while the pilot,

More on
Roadable Aircraft
by George Gregory
A Question of Balance
INCE FIRST BRINGING UP the subject last winter, a number of revisions have been made to my concept of a roadable aircraft. As I mentioned
in my column, I had some great feedback,
particularly from member Paul Conroy.
This, plus access to an excellent aerodynamics “primer” (H.C. Smith’s “Illustrated
guide to Aerodynamics”) have allowed me
to reassess the concept. It is an evolutionary
process, but I remain convinced the concept is do-able. As before, I submit this as a
learner: if anyone has suggestions or pointers, please speak up.
One significant obstacle to overcome
in the successful roadable is the question of
balance. An aircraft, assuming a tricycle (or
four wheeled) undercarriage, must be light
enough on the front wheels so as to not
require overly large tail or canard surfaces.

S

who was the only occupant, escaped serious
injury.
Investigation disclosed that an unap-

proved quick drain oil plug had been
installed on the engine oil pan. During the
gear retraction cycle, the landing gear drag
link made contact with the quick drain plug
and allowed the oil to drain from the engine.
The NTSB determined the probable
cause of the accident was a power loss due to
the inadvertent opening of an unapproved oil
quick drain installed by maintenance personnel on the aircraft’s Lycoming IO-360-C16
engine. A factor was the lack of suitable terrain for the forced landing. The pilot had
logged 7,000 hours with 50 in type.
T&B

Anyone who has ground handled a tricycle geared aircraft knows you can lift the
nosewheel by leaning on the rear of the
fuselage. Because the payload is pretty
close to the c of g, there’s is only a few hundred pounds on the nosewheel even when
the aircraft is full of people and fuel. Now it
is evident to even a casual observer that this
is exactly what we don’t want in an automobile: weight on the front wheels equals
steering control. How can we make the aircraft light enough on the front wheels to
allow the craft to rotate for takeoff, yet
retain adequate weight for ground operations?
Molt Taylor got around this by making
the tail section removable and trailerable.
When attached, a larger percentage of the
aircraft’s weight was behind the rear
wheels: he put more weight on that side of
the see-saw. When removed, the weight
that remained was more evenly distributed
between all four wheels; enough, by the
way, to allow another innovation for its
time: front wheel drive.
That’s not an option in this concept. If
an aircraft is to have a quick conversion
time there must be no removable major
components. This leaves several options.
First, we can figure out a way of shifting

load forward for driving, back for flight. This
can be accomplished by having “flight” and
“drive” positions for the front seats. Further,
some components can fold forward; such as
the trailing edge of the lifting body as mentions in the previous articles.
Another approach would have the rear
wheels move closer to the c of g for takeoff.
This is mechanically complicated but could
be accomplished.
A complete departure would be to go
to a true tandem-wing design, much like a
Quickie or Dragonfly. In a sense, this is the
“overly large” canard earlier decried, but it
represents a different design approach altogether; different efficiencies come into play
(which I confess I haven’t yet explored. It
can’t be all bad: the Q2 is one of the most
efficient aircraft flying). This would place a
set of wings roughly corresponding to each
set of wheels. I suspect this is the best solution form an aerodynamic and drivability
viewpoint, but might involve more complex wing stowage problems. As well, it is
important to keep the c of g in front of the
centre of lift; this may have a limiting factor
on how large the front wing could be when
considered in conjunction with pilot and
lugg age place ment. “Re searc h is in
progress”.
T&B

Technical
Guy
Tips from EAA’s
Technical Counselor News

mail to:Airframe@istar.ca
http://home.istar.ca/~airframe
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BULLETIN BOARD
Re: Classified Ads: If you are running a
business card size ad or larger in the Turn
and Bank, there is a nominal charge. Rates
are on page 7: see The club Treasurer to
make payment.
If you have questions or problems with
your aircraft construction, we have members
who have developed some expertise in various fields who have volunteered to advise
you on methods, procedures and pitfalls in

Minutes
by Jim Hunter

Minutes of the General Meeting
“The Annual General Meeting”
6 October, 1998
Call to Order: 8:00 pm by President pat
O’Donnell, who welcomed visitors and
new members.
Correspondence:
1) From Rem Walker, Chairman EAA Canadian Council repeat to us. Anyone considering conversion of the Subaru EA 81
engine for aircraft use, see our Library for
an advisory about bolt lengths.
2) Regarding NAVCAN study of “Airspace
Requirements White Rock NDB to CYXX’
Please note that we are in contact with
Pacific NAVCAN folk on this and are on the
pipeline for input as required. Jim Hunter
seems to be the point man on this.
Committee Reports:
Treasury: Verbal report by Treasurer Tim
Novak.
Membership: Rob Prior: We have as of this
evening 138 full voting members and 26
complimentary members. Library: fine.
B u i l d i n g s : Colin Walker: Our fire extinguishers brought up to code in quantity and
type. We have now a few non-approved
types and might auction, raffle or otherwise
dispose of them for fun and profit.
Aircraft: Brad Short: Turbi flew 13.2 in September. It’s been a very good season for the
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the capacity of Builders’ Counselors something along the lines of the former designee
programme. Please respect the fact that
these are volunteers who may not appreciate
late calls, and will not return long-distance
calls on their answering machines. Also,
none are inspectors, and although experienced in their various fields, cannot be held
responsible. It is and remains YOUR project.
Their names and numbers are on page two
and will be a regular feature of our contents

page.
Please note that the locks for the clubhouse and the club hangar have been
changed. If you want a key that works in
both hangar and clubhouse, give Rob Prior a
call at 980-7723.
Lost and Found Dept: Lost: one hat!
Arlington Airport Thursday July 9. Blue.
RCAF Association crest plus an enameled
Long-eze Pin. Give Gordon Hindle a call at
535-0592.
T&B

Turbi with no gronks or amusements with
props.
Good Member Gary Ewing will be First
Tiger on the rebuild project on the J-5 . If
you want to be in on this to learn the joys
of aircraft re-construction, talk to Gary at
585-8278.
RAAC: Bruce Prior: The RAAC AGM last
week-end a success both by accomplishments and attendance. Pacific Region of
RAAC particularly well represented. Bruce
also learns that he is the rep for a Ghost
Chapter of RAA that he didn’t even know
existed. This could say something about: a)
Brampton re: rep communications, or conversely, b) Bruce. Bruce gives heartiest
thanks to all those who helped to make the
AGM a success. Particular thanx David and
Margaret Smith for their no panic leaves
and fishes trick.
DHAPCOM: Terry Wilshire:
1) Surveying being done for relocation of
fuel pumps.
2) Still need some volunteers for little
grounds tending jobs
3) Terry will inquire why Boundary ATIS
has discontinued the special advisory about
DHAP in its broadcasts. Observation would
suggest it should be re-introduced.
Newsletter: George Gregory: No Problems.
There appears to be a new Gregory on the
scene.
Old Business:
1 ) Remembrance Day Fly-by : George
Spence: Practice Sessions November 1 and
8. Remembrance Day is Wednesday the
11th. Meet Clubhouse 10:00 am for practices. Recollect: Chapter Policy: No brief no practice - no fly.
2) An MG Sports Car group will meet at
DHAP in the afternoon of November 11.
Maybe a special breakfast (late) to be

arranged.
3) From Rob Prior: new membership name
tags are in the works.
New Business:
1) Pilot Decision making recurrency session. Tuesday, October 27 at Room 122,
4160 Cowley Crescent - Vancouver Airport
South Side. Relayed by our Good Member
Francois Leh.
2) From Bob Cutting - AIR-ABA: Apparently
DOT inspectors getting stick about the cautionary decal on amateur builts being in
both official languages.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF OFFICERS
-as ably conducted by Bruce Prior:
President: .............................Pat O’Donnell
Vice President:.......................Tim Nicholas
Treasurer: ..................................Tim Novak
Secretary: ...................................Jim Hunter
Custodian:.................................Don Souter
Program Chairman: ....................John Vlake
Re-elected Director for a 3 year term:
..............................................Colin Walker
Elected Director for a 3 year term:
...........................................George Spence
Immediate Past President (an executive
position by our constitution): .......Dirk Post
Previously elected Directors (to serve for
one or two remaining years):
............................................Gogi Goguillot
................................................Eric Munzer
.............................................Terry Wilshire
..................................................Bruce Prior
Smith/Prior 2: that the ballots be destroyed.
Discussion Carried.
Thanx to Bruce for a well run
nomination/election procedure and thanx
to our out-going members for their valiant
service.
Novak/Spence, G: that we adjourn. Carried.
Jim Hunter, Secretary
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The 1998
RAAC
ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING
SUBMITTED BY BRUCE PRIOR
HE MEETING was chaired by RAAC
Director, Kathy Lerchner-Gamble.
Also at the head table sat President
Ken Gamble, Vice-President Larry Quinton,
Treasurer Torsten Mueller, and Secretary
Barbara Geisler.
In addition to the executive, 54 four
persons attended the meeting (by comparison, 72 attended the Friday evening reception and 88 banquet tickets were sold).
In the audience were:
Joel Schoenberger, Civil Aviation
Maintenance and Manufacturing, Vancouver Region.
Maurice Simoneau, Senior Civil Aviation Maintenance and Manufacturing
Inspector, Recreational Aircraft Manufacturing and Inspection, Ottawa
Karen Tarr, Civil Aviation Safety
Inspector, Ottawa
Arlo Speer, Chief, Recreational Aviation and Special Flight Operations, Ottawa
Note: the Transport people from
Ottawa were coming to Vancouver for business meetings the following week. They
came early to attend our AGM.
Treasurer’s Report
Torsten reported that RAAC made a
profit of about $20K in 1997. He advised
that RAAC has about $100K in the bank
and no debts. He didn’t provide a handout
but the following figures were noted:
YTD (1997) Revenues $173,219
Expenses $150,855
Net $ 22,364
A Budget will be published in the
Recreational Flyer. Bruce asked if a financial plan will be developed so that members can compare actual results with it.
Torsten said that a Plan-versus-Actual will
be published next year, but not this year.
He also advised that the profit “is $11K
below plan because of Builders Manuals.”

T
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He didn’t elaborate.
VP report-What does the Executive Do?
Larry was frustrated with the apparent
lack of interest in, or appreciation for, the
efforts of RAAC on behalf of the members.
He also noted that EAA has twice as many
members in Canada as RAA does. He listed
many of the time-consuming activities he’s
involved in, as examples of what the executive members do.
Attends 12 Board meetings
Attends RAF (Foundation) meetings
Attends Chapter meetings
Writes columns
Helped move Recreational Aircraft
Foundation (RAF) back to Brampton
Larry advised that Kathy LerchnerGamble is a lawyer now. Kathy is an RAAC
director and presumably will provide legal
advice at little or no cost. And on a legal
note, Larry advised it is no longer mandatory to incorporate a Chapter.
COPA and RAA now advertise their
services and membership benefits in each
other’s publications at no cost.
The RAA Technical Library has now
been relocated to Brampton. However,
later in the meeting, Barbara described it as
“a pile of smelly, dirty old boxes.” Apparently no action has been taken to review or
sort the contents.
Larry reported that a “major mailing” is
coming soon containing the constitution,
bylaws, and insurance rules for chapters.
The RAA Manual has run into copyright problems, but Larry didn’t elaborate.
Larry was asked if there were any plans
to engage a paid executive for RAAC. He
replied that RAAC couldn’t afford one.
Bill Tee: “we must not only slay the
dragon; we must hold it up for all to see.”
He was alluding to the practice of COPA
and other organizations who promote and
celebrate their accomplishments at every
opportunity.
Directors Reports
(Only hi-lites are reported here. The
BC Mainland report will be posted in the
Chapter 85 Clubhouse. Complete reports
will be published in future editions of
Recreational Flyer)
Alberta: Marc DeGirolamo is both a
chapter president and the Alberta director.
The chapter has linked up with a high
school in its aviation studies program. The
school teaches an accredited course and at
this time is rebuilding a radial engine with
the chapter’s help.

Ontario East: A Director has resigned.
There are lots of RAAC members in the
region but no chapters have been established.
Ontario North: There are 5 chapters in
the region totaling 225 members. There are
65 projects underway and 17 were completed this year. The chapters are active in
the Young Eagles program.
Quebec: Ray Fiset reported that the
region lost 2 chapters out of 9, but two new
ones have since formed. The region held
12 chapter fly-ins and the regional fly-in at
Sherbrooke. They produced 20 new aircraft this year and 50 more are underway,
15 of them in Quebec City. Quebec has
the first turbine-powered homebuilt in
Canada. Most Quebec chapters have web
pages. Some members have purchased
land for “recreational aviation communities.” Some members have given up RAAC
membership because the insurance is too
costly. They are also facing high landing
fees at some airports: Baie Comeau now
charges $28!
Newfoundland: Wayne Grimes reported that 15 projects are underway. The AIR
ABA training program was recently completed. They have no base of operations at
this time but are in pursuit of land and a
clubhouse. Wayne made a dramatic plea
to the executive for more information and
services from HQ. He took money from his
pocket and declared he had little of it—he
therefore couldn’t spend it where value
wouldn’t be received.
Recreational Flyer
The editor, David James, had originally
taken on the position on a temporary basis
and has now stepped down. For the time
being Barbara Geisler is editing the magazine along with her other duties.
AIR ABA Program
Alan Mahon wasn’t at the meeting.
Barbara Geisler read his report. The program is now established Canada-wide and
there are now 60 trained inspectors on the
job. Bill Tee reported that inspection efficiency has improved and that the turnaround time for a recent inspection in his
area was only three days. Bob Cutting
reported a problem where builders are not
properly filling out the “mathematical
pages” (weight-and-balance and similar
reports). Apparently some builders leave
the forms blank or only partially filled in, in
the hope that the AIR ABA will complete
Continued next page
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them. Arnold Forest advised that he has
prepared a computer-based form for doing
the calculations. Bob acknowledged that
tools were available but he said that some
builders obviously don’t understand the
subjects for which calculations are
required. In his view, they are not willing
to put in the effort to understand the theory
behind these requirements. Beat Meyer
reported that some builders have asked
their AIR ABA for identification, implying
that they suspect his qualifications. Beat
suggested some form of id tag should be
developed. Bill Tee reminded us that the
information package for homebuilders
includes his article, “Are You Ready?”
which outlines all requirements for application for final inspection. In his view the
builder has no excuse for not knowing what
he or she must do. Beat reported that
EAAC also has a “What’s Required?” document. However, he advised that at least
one section in it, fuel flow measurements, is
incorrect.
Question from the floor: Why can’t we
demand that persons requiring project
inspections be RAA members? Larry Quinton answered: Because we are only representatives of Transport; it’s not an RAA program. Transport cannot endorse or favour
one organization. Joel Schoenberger:
Transport cannot blackmail someone to
join a particular organization. Note that of
265 inspections this year, 181 (68%) were
for non-RAA members. This subject came
up more than once and obviously has many
members upset. Obviously someone building an aircraft is a prime candidate for
RAAC membership. If he or she won’t join,
there has to be a reason. We need to dig
deeper to determine what RAAC can do to
attract these people. Eric Munzer suggested
that non-members should get a free oneyear RAAC membership at first inspection,
or at final inspection.
HQ Office Report
The report was presented by Barbara
Geisler
Barbara expressed disappointment
with Chapter Annual Reports. Less than
half of the 53 RAAC chapters sent them in.
Of those that did respond, only five qualified as bona fide RAAC chapters, which
means that only five chapters qualified for
RAAC chapter insurance. The disqualifying
factor in all cases was that not all chapter
executive members were RAAC members
(at the time its annual report was submitted,
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Chapter 85’s executive had one RAAC has an annual operating budget somewhere
membership “pending,” but that member- around $150,000. Copies of the budget and
ship has since been established so Chapter financial statements should have been
85 is once again a qualified RAAC chapter). available at the AGM. Financial informaA “low cost” consultant is reviewing tion is usually the first indicator of success
the RAAC computer system for Y2K prob- or failure of any enterprise. For example,
lems and is also working on a database that there were references made to Transport
will ultimately provide all chapters with funding that weren’t clear to me, but they
membership statistics and other data.
were disturbing in that they implied that the
RAAC flags are now available and future of the AIR ABA training program is in
prices for lapel pins have been obtained. doubt. What else might be in trouble?
Pins will be available soon.
RAAC directors should have first hand
There was a lunch break from 1200- information at all times on the financial pic1330. Then the meeting reports continued ture, and the membership should see it at
to 1430, at which time the head table was least annually at the AGM.
turned over to the Transport representaI thought the chair placed too much
tives. They fielded the usual questions importance on completing the meeting by
about fees, over-regulation, the Owner 1430 to allow a discussion with Transport
Maintenance initiative and so on.
representatives. With all due respect to the
In the Owner Maintenance area, Transport reps, I suggest the AGM had betTransport is saying now that it will be possi- ter things to do. The hour and a half
ble for an individual to drag an old certified remaining in the day could have been betaircraft out of a barn and rebuild it. Trans- ter put to use addressing the frustrations
port will not intervene or ask to inspect. I expressed in the morning. In fact, an arguhave been impressed from that start with ment could be made for a 2-day AGM.
Transport’s progressive thinking in design- One day isn’t enough.
ing this program. It just gets better and betWhile I was disappointed with the
ter.
AGM itself, I enjoyed the opportunity to
Summary
talk with the RAA exec and the Transport
The AGM didn’t meet my expectaContinued on Page 8
tions. In my view, an
AGM should be an
Come in for a Lan ding at
opportunity to gain
an in-depth, fir sthand understanding
of the RAAC’s objectives, its strategies for
meeting them, and its
North Ramp
progress. It should
also address any
We’re located at Airside Blvd. at Pitt Meadows Airport...
threats on the horizon
Join us for
and discuss possible
changes in strategy to
deal with them.
It
didn’t do any of that.
There were no resolu tions passed, and no
action items were initiated. The AGM was
Now Open 7 days a week!
almost entirely an
administrative reporting session, mixed
9 am - 4 pm
with expressions of
Hangars
frustration by both the
11465 Baynes Rd
Tiedowns
executive and the
Pitt Meadows
Fuel and Oil sales
members.
465-5444
Coffee and lunch shop
The RAAC isn’t a
“big” business but it

Breakfast and Lunch
It’s cosy
& the food is great
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AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PARTS AND SUPPLIES
Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT

Windshields
4130 tube/sheet
Instruments
2024T3/6061T6 Tube/Sheet AluControl Cable
minum
Tires/Brakes
Building/Repair Tools
Shock Cords
Poly Fiber Coverings
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Dealer Inquiries for RANDOLPH
Spars/Ribs
products
We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2, SITE 30, COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON, BC V2A 6J7
(250) 490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX: (250) 490-9538

Classified Ads are free (within reason) to
members. Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page:
$10/month
1/2 page
$15/month
1 page:
$25/month

$100/yr
$150/yr
$250/yr

FOR SALE: KR2S. Plans built. Approximately 40% completed including lower fuselage,
empennage, wing roots, spars, landing gear,
and controls. $4500 and 600 hours invested. Has already completed one inspection
and is almost ready for a second inspection.
Asking $3000.00 obo. Jamie 467-0870 or
467-6646
FOR SALE: New 4130 Tubing - most sizes
available. Used - Tripacer Fuselage (comes
with logs), metal prop off 150 hp Tripacer
(comes with logs) Cessna spring steel gear
legs, misc. wheels, axles, brakes and parts,
misc. instruments (no altimeters!) A75
engine case, 7 Continental cylinders, some
Lycoming cylinders (big), carbs, mags,
pumps, old radios, etc. Call Pat at home,
533-1839.
Avian Graphics
Layout, Logo Design, Letterheads, Business
Cards, what-have-you.
George Gregory
882-8016
W A N T E D: Medium size air compressor,
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with or without tank.
Doug
275-1405
FOR SALE:
Walker prop 72x44 for 65 to 85 hp Continental; as new, $500. Also Prestolite DC
hydraulic power pack (for retractable gear)
$125, 5” Venturi, $40, 2” Venturi (brass)
$50. Complete set windshield/rear observer
plexiglass for Taylorcraft L2A, $350. One
set of 4 Bungee Cords for J3, new, $100.
RV6A Stainless (321) 1 3/4 crossover
exhaust system with stainless forged flanges
$750 obo
Bob Cutting
275-1603
Email
rcutting@direct.ca
FOR SALE:
52” x 34” Shettler’s propellor with hub,
$100.
Vic Gabas
(604) 853-2778
FOR SALE: SIROCCO PROJECT
Fuselage, canopy, tail group complete. Air
frame control components done except for
cable. Main-wheel gear, wheels and brakes
done. Tail-spring and wheel included. Panel
made, no instruments. Lycoming 0-290
GPU Zero-timed. Will Neubert stainless
cross-over exhaust with stainless
muffler/shrouds. Bendix PSC5 carb. Bendix
mags with non-shielded leads. no starter,
starter ring or alternator. Weldtech engine
mount. McCauley prop.

Wings: ribs and minor spars done. Spar
diaphragms done. Two spar-grade spruce
planks. No other wing parts.
$15,000 firm, complete and not interested
in parting-out
Jim Hunter
576-2678
FOR SALE:
1 set (8) 60810 (68763) M10 main bearings
$295 per set
1/2 set (4) of same
$150 per set
1 set (8) 60810 (68763) M003 main bearings
$295 per set
1 set (8) 61662 M10 Rod Bearings $175 per
set.
All bearings fit Lycoming 0-235 and 0-290
(without C/S prop). All are new, perfect but
certs mislaid,
Gogi
(604) 823-6428
FOR SALE:
1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered, all
reworked. New leading edge. New ash tip.
All Zinc Chromate ready to fabric. Included:
2-18 gal. gas tank, 2 - gas tank cover, landing light, aileron and flap, front and rear
struts. Asking $4000 Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna) (250)-763-1529
(250) 212-0832 (cel)
WANTED: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings. Some
damage OK.
946-5881
Classified continued on page 8
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Classified Ads
(Continued from page 7)
FOR SALE: Tailwind Project. I hate to let it
go! All wood for wings, spars and ribs done,
new wing fittings, control system, Cougar
fuselage mostly modified for Tailwind use.
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE: Lycoming GPU good jugs, crank
and case (modified for A/C use), mags, turn
and bank indicator. Fuel tank with gauge,
cut down Sensenich prop, lots of other stuff.
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE: Fleet F7 Biplane replica. Very
close to original copy except for uncowled
engine. Engine: Kinner R55 160 hp. Aircraft
is modified for solo operation from rear
cockpit. Extra bellytank with wobble pump.
Original Fleet wheels, brakes, pedals and
stick column. Original parachute accommodating bucket seats, oversize tires, Stits covering, voice activated intercom. Ted Hendrickson Propeller, manual and extra key
magswitch.
$35,000 Canadian.
(604) 478-6048
Will consider small antique aircraft engine
as trade-in.
FOR SALE: Some Cont.0-200 parts: Case
(checked, no cracks) Camshaft, Gears, Rods
and Pistons; Carb and spider, Starter (pull

AGM continued from
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reps. Ken, Larry, Torsten, Barbara and
Kathy are all dedicated to RAA and to sport
aviation, and it shows in their words and

HAD A COUPLE of cute
things handed to me last
meeting that I thought I’d
pass on to the membership. I pass
on the first of two for your consideration.
Following are actual maintenance complaints submitted by US
Air Force Pilots and the replies from the
maintenance crews:
Problem: “Left inside main tire almost
needs replacement”
Solution: “Almost replaced left inside main
tire”
Problem: “Test flight OK, except autoland
very rough”.
Solution: “Autoland not installed on this air-

type) and Generator, mags (one is disassembled). $2500 for the package, offers
considered on individual parts. Also, Prop
hub for Cont. tapered shaft, $350, Wing
parts for Taylorcraft BC-12D (disassembled)
including ribs, spars, compression struts,
brace wires and strut fittings. Offers?
Contact David Smith
(604) 513-0353
(604)513-0373 (fax)
FOR SALE: 1 pair David Clark Helicopter
headset, 1 Telex MRB-2400 headset,1 Marvel Schebler MA3-SPA and 1 MA4-SPA carburetors.
June McMann 943-5369
Aircraft Painting
Will paint, finish off aircraft for cash or part
share in airplane. Prefer Cessna or Piper.
Value of work is $6-8000 depending on
condition of aircraft.
Kevin
580-6264
FOR SALE: 1967 Cessna 172. 4100 TT,
1750 SMOH, on condition, runs great. Dual
NavComs, ADF, Transponder Mode C, Asking $28,000 obo. Chuck
826-8898
FOR SALE: One set of 1500 Murphy floats
ready to go.
Ole #45-3931 198 st. Langley BC 514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180 hp
cylinders includes installed valves $300
each, will not part out.
Tim Novak
271-8586
W A N T E D : No bounce landing gear for

Aeronca Champ
Ken Morrison
(604)524-1762
FOR SALE: Softcom 2 place Intercom ATC2Y, with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear
(604) 941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net
FOR SALE: Lycoming180 HP 10-360-B1A
330 hours since homebuilt major, Full panel
plus all the parts to get a kit plane into the
air. $14,000.
Also: 1960 C-172, New annual, engine on
condition. $21,500. Grant (604-536-6945

their efforts. The same goes for the RAA
directors, chapter presidents and members
that travelled from distant lands to attend.
We were able to put faces to names, and
had many interesting discussions, some of
which I expect will continue, and perhaps

blossom into positive action down the road.
Maybe that’s all we can expect of an AGM,
and if so, it was a great success
Submitted by
Bruce Prior
RAAC Director BC Mainland
T&B

craft”.
Problem: “The autopilot doesn’t”
Solution: “IT DOES NOW”.
Problem: “Something loose in cockpit”
Solution: “Something tightened in cockpit”.
Problem: “Evidence of hydraulic leak on
right main landing gear”.
Solution: “Evidence removed”
Problem: “DME volume unbelievably

loud”.
Solution: “Volume set to more believable level”.
Problem: “Dead bugs on windshield”.
Solution: “Live bugs on order”.
Problem: “Autopilot in altitude hold
mode produces a 200 fpm descent”.
Solution: “Cannot reproduce problem
on ground”.
Problem: ”IFF inoperative”
Solution: “IFF inoperative in OFF mode”.
Problem: “Friction locks cause throttle
levers to stick”.
Solution: “That’s what they’re there for.”
Problem: “Number three engine missing”.
Solution: “Engine found on right wing after
brief search”.
T&B
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